Renovating or
Building New?
Now’s the time to check out
www.SMARTdesks.com for
Computer Lab Desks, MultiMedia Lecterns,
and Conference Room
Computer Training Suites.
Go online to www.smartdesks.com and learn more about our product line. Request a
quote, or design services to help you determine the right combination of furniture,
seating, marker boards, and projection screens is right for your computer technology
choices and teaching methods. There is no cost or obligation for these services.

pat. pend.

Multipurpose Computer Desks
with LCD workstations

Locked and secure.
Attention can now focus on
books and classroom visual aids.

Lecterns & Podiums for MultiMedia Instruction

800 770 7042

Save Space
No Clutter
Protect System

LCD rotates to
ergonomic, semi-recessed
position for use. People easily engaged.

Installs in
any of our tables,
student desks, lecterns,
podiums and conference tables.

MLT Series
MPLEX™ Lectern
with power/data
ports to serve
laptops.

MSR and MFS Series
MPLEX™ Lecterns
mount CRTs or LCDs
in semi-recessed
position. Unobstructed
sight lines. Lots of
lockable storage for
CPUs, equipment,
media, document cam.

MSR Series MPLEX™ Podium puts
CRT or LCD in Semi-Recessed Position
for unobstructed sight lines.

www.smartdesks.com

MDT Series
MPLEX™ Lectern
works with desktop mounted
CRT, LCD and laptops.
MFI Series MPLEX™ Podium
features flipIT® LCD Control for
workspace management and
added security.

TM

Ergonomic Keyboard Tray
adjusts for comfort and ease of use.

SymPodium
integrated into
desktop!

MSS Series MPLEX™ Lectern
for sub-surface mounted CRT.

Classic MPLEX™ Lectern
features raised panel cabinetry look.
Available for all MPLEX™ Lecterns and Podiums.

Setting a new curve
for the classroom
TRAIN™ is a noun and a verb. The noun is our
newest computer lab table design that permits flexible
classroom setup in straight or curved rows. The degree
of arc for setup is infinitely variable within a range of
20°, so you can arrange the class in groups, clusters,
circles and curved rows to your heart’s content. If you
need to move to another room, you can. If you
need to add or subtract TRAIN™ Stations from
time to time, you can.

We also offer rectangular tables
that feature modesty panels, power/data ports,
wire management, surge protectors,
and other features. Your choice of legs
allows tables to have adjustable height or
fold for storage. CPU hangers and laptop
docking also available.

Used as a verb, schools, universities and businesses
TRAIN™ with SMARTdesks because that is our
primary focus: designing and building learning
environments for computer based training.

TRAIN™ is shown with
flipIT®, our patent pending
LCD control that lets you
direct the focus of attention
away from the computer as
needed. The top becomes
a writing surface and the
computer is securely out of
the way. Multi-purpose the
classroom!

The DEMI™ Technology Table is a
system of half-round table modules
designed for team computing. Available
in different diameters and configurations
for CPU storage, DEMI™ tables can fit
against the wall or be arranged in circles,
and can be used with LCDs, LCDs with
monitor arms (shown), laptops or CRTs.

PIANOsolo™ Computer Conference Tables
make an impressive statement. Their shape promotes group
dynamics, with a leadership position and non-opposing sides for
seating. Perfect for executive level training, strategy rooms,
conference rooms, presentation suites… any area where powerful
concepts, supported with computer technology, are presented
in a powerful way.

PIANO™ gets its name from
its signature lid, shown raised for easy access
for wire management. CPUs can be stored in a
moveable credenza. Small form factor CPUs can
be stored in the central cable management bay, as
can docked laptops. flipIT® permits use of LCD
workstations as needed.

PIANOduet™
is one table, configured as if
two PIANOsolo™ tables were used together.
The one shown has a 33 foot footprint and is
installed at the Marine College in Quantico, VA.

Seven Types of Student Computer Desks!
At left is a double flipIT® Series desk that demonstrates
how you can choose to work with textbooks or computers
as a group, or for independent study. Excellent for
libraries, too! Above is a double configured for twinscreen LCDs. Our line offers semi-recessed placement
of LCDs or CRTs, and sub-surface placement under
tempered glass. Advantages are unobstructed sight lines
and superior ergonomics.

Keyless Locking
Electronic keyless locking is available to meet
environmental and security requirements for
access and asset protection.

TRIAD™
is an equilateral triangle shape for equalized group dynamics. Perfect
for boards or review, or where a moderator panel is equally empowered
with opposing sides, or where parties needs to be seated with politically
equal positioning. flipIT® workstations can be configured as needed.
“Delta Wing” wire access lids offer same benefits as PIANO™ system.

